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Coins struck at Philadelphia bear no mintmark; those struck at San Francisco were marked with an S. At this
time, the Lincoln cent had not yet become dominant in circulation; four-fifths of the cents in circulation were
of the older Indian Head design. Demand for the cent continued to increase when a luxury tax was instituted,
and cents were needed to make change. At the time, dies were only made at Philadelphia; the Denver Mint had
outstanding orders for cents that year. When Denver applied to the Philadelphia Mint for more dies cents were
not struck at either Philadelphia or San Francisco that year , it was told that the Philadelphia Mint could supply
no more cent dies, as it was fully engaged in preparing dies for the Peace dollar. Denver filled its orders by
striking with a worn-out obverse die, which impressed the design fainter than usual. The plain piece is another
relatively rare one in the Lincoln cent series. Beginning in , proof coins were struck for collectors for the first
time since Made only at Philadelphia, these pieces were coined from dies polished to mirror smoothness.
Experiments were carried out by several corporations under contract from the Mint; they tested various
metallic and non-metallic substances, including fiber, tempered glass, and several types of plastic. These
experiments used various designs, since actual Lincoln cent dies could not leave government custody. Another
common complaint was confusion with the dime , and some letters suggested that a hole be punched in the
center of the new coins. Morgenthau responded that the new pieces would soon become darker, and that the
Mint would be willing to darken them if it could figure out a suitable process. The Treasury also stated that
some of the metal for the new coins would be obtained by melting down small arms ammunition shells. These
pieces may be distinguished from genuine off-metal strikes by the use of a magnet. The Mint was aware of the
pieces, and knew they were somewhere within a large production lot, but opted to release them, rather than
destroy the entire lot. The variety did not become widely known until several years later. The new design, by
Frank Gasparro , had been developed by the Treasury in consultation with the Lincoln Sesquicentennial
Commission. Anderson , the new design featured the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D. The redesign came
as a complete surprise, as word of the proposal had not been leaked. Gasparro did not go in person to see the
Lincoln Memorial, a place he had never visited. According to Anderson, Gasparro created an "impressive"
image of the Memorial, [57] however, Taxay states that the design "looks at first glance like a trolley car". The
Mint feared the interior of the zero as punched into the die would break away during the coining process,
giving the zero a filled-in appearance. To reduce the chance of this happening, the Mint enlarged the date.
Prices for the small date coins, of which approximately two million had been struck at Philadelphia, continued
to increase until , when the bubble burst. With change short, hoarding extended to the cent, which also became
scarce in circulation. Mint Director Eva Adams felt that part of the reason for the shortage was coin collectors
taking pieces from circulation, and Adams ordered that mintmarks no longer appear on coins. Coins continued
to be dated until the end of , using authority given by the Coinage Act of , and almost all cents were actually
struck in Although coinage had been stopped at San Francisco after , the California facility began to issue
cents again, though without mintmarks. San Francisco began minting a limited number of circulation strikes
[65] which it would cease to do after [66] and began striking proof coins. For the coins a new master was
produced for use in all three mints and the features were sharpened and moved further from the edge of the
coin, while the lettering was broadened. The Mint decided to switch to an aluminum cent. Over a million and a
half such pieces were struck in the second half of , though they were dated At congressional hearings,
representatives of the vending machine industry testified that aluminum cents would jam their equipment, and
the Mint backed away from its proposal. Slated for disposal, when a bag of them tore open before going into a
smelter a few were kept by the workers. They are also considered to be illegally held government property.
After contract difficulties and production delays, the first such cents were struck at the West Point Mint
without mintmark on January 7, Denver did not convert to the new composition until October Birth and early
childhood in Kentucky: It was designed by Richard Masters and sculpted by Jim Licaretz. It was designed and
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sculpted by Charles Vickers, and released on May 14, It was designed by Joel Iskowitz and sculpted by Don
Everhart. It was designed by Susan Gamble and sculpted by Joseph Menna. All cents struck at Philadelphia
are to receive the mint mark, but cents struck in and after will again omit it. Experimental piece from
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Confederate Cemetery, complete listing of names of veterans buried. Notes on cemeteries at Frog Bayou and
Gayler, n. Rose Porter to W. Cemetery lists, near Hector, Arkansas. Parks and Nathan D. Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, Cane Hill? Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Cane Hill minutes, ca Cumberland
Presbyterian Church minutes of the Arkansas Presbytery, Double Springs Church and Sunday School notes ,
Friendship Baptist Church history, Liberty Baptist Church, Dutch Mills history, Methodist Episcopal Church,
South minutes, Providence Baptist Church, Double Springs history, Sulphur City Baptist Church history See
also Series 3, Subseries 4, Volume Viney Grove Church list of contributors, Walnut Grove Church history,
Civil War impact on Arkansas colleges. Civil War History in Arkansas two typed manuscripts. Lemke, , re
Civil War History. Seven battles fought in Arkansas, Notes on Civil War in Missouri and Arkansas
typewritten manuscript , n. Civil War--Battle of Fayetteville 8. The Battle of Fayetteville, Apr 18, See also
Series 1, subseries 2, Box 15, Folder The history of military activities in vicinity of Fayetteville including the
Battle of Fayetteville and the siege of Fayetteville, Battle of Fayetteville, April 18, ; undated, unsigned
speech. Battle of Fayetteville by W. Battle of Fayetteville, Observance of th anniversary of Battle of
Fayetteville, April 18, Battle of Fayetteville--Reenactment, Fayetteville map of fortifications. Pencil sketch
of fortifications around public square, n. Tom Feathers--Battle of Pea Ridge newspaper clipping. Pea Ridge
relics given to history commission, Pea Ridge Memorial Association. War Eagle Marker program, Return to
Pea Ridge seven poems by Edsel Ford. Prairie Grove Battlefield Park--brochure outlining history and battle.
Prairie Grove Battlefield Memorial Foundation, Civil War Centennial Commission, Correspondence, ca
Committee members for Arkansas Gearhart, , re Civil War Centennial Commission. Betts announcements re
Civil War Centennial Commission. Taylor resume of meeting concerning Arkansas Civil War Centennial
observance, Civil War Centennial Commission. Chronological list of planned observances for Civil War
Centennial Commission, Civil War Centennial Newsletter, April 6, Civil War Centennial Commission
brochure, Beane, letter, July 11, typescript. Wood --Civil War Heroine. See also Series 3, Subseries 1,
Volumes River boat Leon, reminiscences. Ben Jacoway death related by Ira Hunt. John Kras letter to Dr.
Wannenwetsch, October 29, typewritten copy. Moore-- "Attack on Federal Wagon Train. Riley,
Nannie--reminiscences of her mother about Battle of Shiloh. Civil War--Muster Rolls Muster roll of 1st
Confederate Company organized in Fayetteville. Army discharge, Gordon H. Stamps, with other personal
papers, including marriage certificate, Pension documents--Frank and Harriet Lewis, ca Arkansas known
dead buried in Okolona, Mississippi, Cemetery. Lists of deaths in area hospitals, Article in Sentinel, n.
Washington County Civil War claims. News items from Fort Smith Elevator on meetings of Confederate
veteran organizations. Reproductions of Civil War newspapers. The Old Canteen a poem. Miscellaneous
correspondence re Civil War research. Fighting in Missouri, Arkansas Rhodes Scholars, Act to divide
Crawford County, Old Lovely County purchase. Lovely County Heritage typed manuscript, n. Benton County
Historical Society correspondence. Arkansas Overland Mail Centennial schedule, Feathers, , re F. Alvin
Seamster--Reports on interview with Mrs. Mutual Aid Union, Rogers, Arkansas. Rogers, Arkansas,
notes--Tom Feathers. Maps showing county seat relocation in Arkansas, Jasper County Historical Society.
Peter Graham family genealogical material, newspaper clippings, obituaries, letters, and photographs 1 of 3.
Peter Graham family 2 of 3. Peter Graham family 3 of 3. Hanshew, Whitney, Lewis families genealogy also,
handwritten poetry, ? James Preston Neal family papers, ca Reed-Gaskell family birth and death records, ca
Arkansas History and Events 6. See also Series 3, Subseries 9, for additional information on Arkansas history.
History as a Hobby W. Lemke re Edward P. Arkansas Water Color Society. Third annual exhibition,
Fayetteville, Arkansas, Samuel Dee Woods to W. Arkansas Heritage Week Celebration,
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